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ContentsContext: Start with the Body of Knowledge
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Teacher - BoK relationships

Area



Teacher - Curruculum relationships

Area



Curriculum - BoK relationships?

Area

???



Implicit versus Explicit Knowledge

Chomsky (1965): "Obviously, every speaker of a language has
mastered and internalized a generative grammar that expresses his
knowledge of his language. This is not to say that he is aware of the
rules of the grammar or even that he can become aware of them."

Quine (1972): "Behavior is not guided by the rule unless the behaver
knows the rule and can state it"

The teacher does not truly ...
"know" (in the sense of the BoK)
"what" (in the sense of the structure of the subject of knowledge
and relation to the teaching content)
is teaching (in the sense of ability to follow the structure)
... unless able to put it into an explicit statement on relationship.



ContentsSystem Design

Problem: Turning implicit into explicit

Solution: Curriculum Mapping is proposed

Positioning: For teachers, management, students

Overview level use-case model:



Study program and curriculum structure



Curriculum mapping to curriculum guidelines



Analysis-Level Use-case model



Conceptual Level Design - Core of the Model



ContentsSystem Implementation

PostgreSQL as a Database

Tomcat as a Java applicatioon server

POJO (plain old java objects) as business-logic and data-access
objects services

Hibernate as ORM (object-relational mapping)

Tapestry as user interface and glue (dependency injection,
services management)

D3 js for visualization

... many other small open-source libraries



Body of knowledge (ACM categorization)



Curriculum - Overview



Curriculum - Editing



Debating Curriculum Mapping Efforts



Visualization/Editing of Curriculum Relations



Curriculum Topic Mapping at the level of a Course



Curriculum Topic Mapping at the level of a Course ...



Report: Mapped topics from the BoK

Heatmap indicates the depth of coverage of a single topic in the Curricula



Report: Inspection of mapping of a certain BoK item



Report: Teaching self-assessment (on-going work)

Inspired by an EdMedia 2018 poster presentation



ContentsPilot project: Experience

Mapping over three groups of courses was performed:
Introductory courses
Databases
Information systems

The main issue is that the mapping takes quite an effort:
The process was performed in a single program, curriculum by
curriculum, topic by topic
It took many reconsiderations when a curriculum topic is not stated
unambiguously
Mapping the course you teach is easy, you just need several minutes
per course, but it is subjective.
Mapping courses taught by others needs expertise to properly conduct
the mapping, and one needs to really understand what the authors of
the curriculum proposal truly meant.



Proposal

Joint Research Process

Form groups per BoK area

Gather curriculum definitions in that area from several
universities and perform iterative work:

Iteration 1: Mapping in pairs (initial map by person 1)
Iteration 1: Joint debate per area
Iteration 2: Mapping in pairs (adjust map by person 2)
Iteration 2: Joint debate per area

Finalise mapping

Reports and analysis



Proposal Benefits

Easy to find partner institutions teaching the same set of topics

Comparative analysis on curricula across the region

Mutual unterstanding of teaching level and raising of quality

Comparison of course offerings for locating possible student
mobility targets

... suggestions?



Future Work

The proposed process and system should not be considered a
solution for every problem and issue, but instead as a framework
towards solutions starting from this core, in several directions:

New trend is to use learning objectives and acquired skills as
base of curriculum guidelines - switch to mapping objectives

Enable multiple-BoK mapping (useful for interdisciplinary
mapping)

Measures the effects the structure of a study program and
curricula have over learner success

Comparative analysis of the evolution of student workload
across curriculum revisions

Analysis of student success from LMS logs and mapping
assignment results to the Body of Knowledge items



Future and related work ...

General human capacities’ management and development
with respect to teaching

Tracking the implementation of reference curriculum
guidelines in teaching week by week

General human capacities’ management and development
with respect to teaching

Mapping and tracking researchers’ work to the proposed BoK
within reference curriculum guidelines

Tracking of structural curriculum evolution



Future Work Integral viewpoint
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ContentsQuestions and Comments?
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